
 
Typing Practice  

(April 11-15) 
Go to Typing Web and 
practice your typing for 

20 minutes.  Your 
teacher can see your 

progress  
(see instructions on 

back for more 
information) 

eCLASS : 
 

Log into eCLASS 
and post an ending 

to the following 
story. Comment on 
at least 2 of your 
classmates posts, 

too! 

STORY: 
Soccer Blues 

eCLASS: 
 

Log into eCLASS 
and post an ending 

to the following 
story. Comment on 
at least 2 of your 
classmates posts, 

too! 

STORY: 
Spring Break Waves 

eCLASS : 
 

Log into eCLASS 
and look at your 
teacher’s math 

problem. She made 
a mistake. Help 

explain to her what 
she did wrong and 
what the correct 

answer is.  

 

Typing Practice  
(April 18-22) 

Go to Typing Web and 
practice your typing for 

20 minutes.  Your 
teacher can see your 

progress  
(see instructions on 

back for more 
information) 

Math Review: 
Show the answer to these 
subtraction problems with 

the break-apart AND 
number line strategy: 

356-128     872-217 
633-315    491-163 

 

EX: 185-126 

Math Review: 
Show the answer to these 

addition problems using 
any strategies you would 
like we have learned: 

 

107+236    534+127 

 
349+143    222+249 

 
468+215    316+416 

 

Letter Writing: 
Write or type a letter 
to your teacher telling 
her something you did 

over spring break. 
Make sure your have 
the 5 parts of a letter 

and use them 
correctly: Opening, 

greeting, body, closing, 
signature 

 

Typing Practice  
(April 25-29) 

Go to Typing Web and 
practice your typing for 

20 minutes.  Your 
teacher can see your 

progress  
(see instructions on 

back for more 
information) 

 

Grammar Review: 
Write 5 interesting 
sentences and label 

them with these words: 
proper noun, adverb, 

adjective, and compound 
word. 

 

 
EX: Yesterday Mrs. 

Hattaway bought some 
delicious cupcakes. 

Science: 
Use an online resource to 

research an animal 
life cycle. Write about 
the life cycle stages and 
show them in a drawing. 

 

Suggested Resources: 
PowerKnowledge Life 
Science,  PebbleGo, 

Safari Montage, Science 
Flix… 

Shape Review: 
Go on a shape hunt 
around your house 
for five different 
3D shapes. Draw 

the objects and label 
them with these 

features: name of 
3D shape, # of 

vertices, # of faces 

DIRECTIONS: Each school night choose one menu item to complete for homework. 
Color the box once you have completed it. Practice your weekly word work, too. 

Homework folders are due each Friday. 

 185   100  80  5 

-126   100  20  6 
  59           50  9 

70  15 

59   65     85        185 

-6    -20      -100 

adverb proper noun 

adjective compound word 



WEEK OF 
SPRING BREAK 

April 11th – 15th  
SKILL: -IRE and -ARE 

Sample words: 

sire    fire    tire    wire    hire    
hare    spare    flare    scare    

beware    rare 
April 18th – 22nd  
SKILL: -EIGH 

Sample words: 

neigh    sleigh    weigh    eight    
eighteen    height    weightless    

freight   neighbor 

April 25th – 29th  
SKILL: Inflected Ending -ED 

Sample words: 

walked    spilled    helped    looked    
planted    locked    jumped    
started    fixed    yelled 

Fun ways to 
practice your words 
(do 10 per night): 

Weekly Word Work 

Practice using 
these word 
patterns  

each night. 

How to Access Typing Web at Home  

 Navigate to the Student Portal  :  

Login:  

Find the Curriculum Connections section on the Craig Landing Page: Look for “Typing Web”  

  

Login: Student ID# 

Password: craiges 

Login: 
 Student ID# 

Password: 
craiges 


